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ABSTRACT 
In this paper, I contend that major characters in the Ion, especially Apollo and Creusa, behave 
like playwrights. Apollo attempts lo produce an action with a happy ending, while the 
Athenians attempt to produce a 'vengeance drama', which fails thanks to a salvific bird. When 
the 'vengeance drama' fails, a 'suppliant drama' unexpectedly breaks out, only to be checked 
by the Pythia. Finally, a third drama threatens to erupt as Ion is on the verge of becoming a 
theomaclws. Athena, however, resolves this situation. The failure or resolution of these three 
'micro-dramas' is brought about by Apollo, who sends a bird, the Pythia, and Athena, lo 
redirect the drama towards his intended happy ending. Therefore, I suggest that the ending of 
the Ion holds a unique place in Greek drama since it arguably has what could be construed as 
a triple deus. 

'The Ion is one of those plays of Euripides that refuses to stay put.' 1 Not 
only has Euripides kept modem critics guessing about the meaning of this 
play, but undoubtedly Euripides' audience in the penultimate decade of the 
5th century BC was kept guessing as well.2 Surely Euripides wanted to 
entertain and instruct his audience, but by the time of the Ion, some members 
of his audience thought they perceived a certain predictability in Euripides' 
plays. In Aristophanes' Acharnians of 425 BC, for example, the comic 
playwright notes (418-34) seven different characters whom Euripides 

1 Peter Burian in W.S. di Piero's translation, Euripides: Ion (Oxford 1996) 3. 
2 Cf. Burian (note 1) 3: 'The date of the Ion is not certain, but metrical and other considerations 
suggest the period 412-410 B.c.' Erich Segal, '"The comic catastrophe": an essay on Euripidean 
comedy', in Alan Griffiths (ed.), Stage Directions: Essays in Ancient Drama in Honour of E. 
W. Handley, 8/CS Supplement 66 (London 1995) 47, dates the Ion to 412. For the metrical 
statistics, see A.M. Dale (ed.), Euripides. Helen (Oxford 1967) xxiv-xxvii. For additional 
speculation on the date of the Ion , see T.B.L. Webster, The Tragedies of Euripides (London 
1967) 163. For a date of 418-413, see M.J. Cropp, Euripides. Iphigenia in Tauris (Warminster 
2000) 61. A.S. Owen, Euripides. Ion (Oxford 1939) xii, dates Jon to '418 or 417'. K.H. Lee. 
Euripides. Ion (Warminster 1997) 40, appears to put the play between 415 and 413. K. 
Matthiessen, Elektra, Taurische Iphigenie rmd Helena (Gollingen 1964) 89-9 1, dates Ion to 
413. 
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brought onto stage in rags. In Aristophanes' Thesmophoriazusae of 411 
BC, produced around the same time as the Ion, the women decide to kill 
Euripides because he continually speaks ill of them (cf. Thes. 182). The 
Ion, however, seems to reflect a desire in the playwright to keep his audience 
guessmg. 

In this paper, I contend that one of the ways in which Euripides keeps 
his audience guessing about what will happen in the Ion is by creating a 
situation in which the play's major characters, especially Apollo and Creusa, 
behave like playwrights.3 Apollo attempts to produce an action with 'eine 
gute Ende' .4 The ultimate aims of Apollo's drama are several: the recognition 
between mother and son in Athens (µrrrpoc; roe; tA.erov 86µouc; j yvcocr0fi 
KpEOucrfi, 71-72); that Creusa's union with Apollo remain a secret (72-
73); and that the child receives his due (mx.tc; 't' exfi 'ta np6mpopa., 73).5 

Furthermore, Apollo will bring it about that Ion will establish the Ionian race 
in Asia. To Creusa and her Athenian retinue, unaware of Apollo's intent, the 
actions of the god and Ion's adoption by Xuthus seem hostile and 
threatening.6 Thus, the Athenians attempt to produce a 'vengeance drama' ,7 

which fails thanks to a salvific bird. When the 'vengeance drama' fails, a 
'suppliant drama' unexpectedly breaks out, only to be checked by the 
Pythia.8 Finally, a third drama threatens to erupt as Ion is on the verge of 
becoming a theomachos. Athena, however, resolves this situation. The failure 
or resolution of these three micro-dramas is effected by Apollo, who sends 

3 This approach may be hinted at, but not explored by A.P. Burnett, ' Human resistance and 
divine persuasion in Euripides' Ion,' CPI! 57 ( 1962) JO I, who writes that in the Ion 'man-made 
tragedy is transformed into providential comedy.' See also Froma Zeitlin, ' Mysteries of 
identity and designs of self in Euripides' Ion,' Proceedings of the Cambridge Philological 
Society 35 ( 1989) 164-65. 
• K.J. Mallhiesscn, ' Der Ion -cine Komodie des Euripides?', in M. Geerard, J. Desmet & R. 
Van der Plaetse (eds), Opes Atticae: Raymundo Bogaert et Hemw11110 van Looy Ob/a/ii. Sacris 
Erudiri: Jaarboek voor Godsdienstwetcnschappen 31 (The Hague 1989- 1990) 285. 
s Compare D.J. Mastronarde, 'Iconography and imagery in Euripides' Ion,' California Studies 
in Classical Antiquity 8 ( 1975) 165: ' ... the emotionless god is unsuccessful in his allempl Lo 
impose Olympian control upon human affairs.' 
'' For Apollo's failure to communicate with Creusa about his intent, see Karelisa Y. Hartigan, 
A111big11ity and Self-Deception: The Apollo and Artemis Plays of Euripides (Frankfurt am Main 
1991) 70. 
7 A.P. Burnett, Catastrophe S11n1ived (Oxford 197 1) 111 ; Hartigan (note 6) 81. 
8 Compare Burnell (note 7) 11 9. 
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a bird, the Pythia, and Athena, to redirect the drama towards his intended 
happy ending. Therefore, I suggest that the ending of the Ion holds a unique 
place in Greek drama, since it arguably has what could be construed as a 
triple deus, an idea yet to be explored fully.9 Furthermore, I maintain that 
this tripartite ending contributes to the play's humorous element. To be sure, 
the Ion is not 'eine Komodie der Irrungen' after the fashion of Midsummer
Niglzt's Dream, but the play's tragic elements are intermingled with a comic 
element broader than usually acknowledged. This broader comic element 
consists of a divine director's miscalculation and frustration at producing a 
happy ending in spite of human intrigue and emotions. Furthermore, part of 
play's fun is that Euripides keeps his audience guessing as to what will happen 
next by having Apollo constantly check violence that breaks out.10 

1. Obstructing Comedy: Creusa 

While Apollo's 'drama' aims at a happy outcome, he is impeded by Creusa, 
who is continually directed by a tragic impulse, which Apollo must often 
check. By having Apollo continually check Creusa's tragic impulse, Euripides 
prevents his audience from anticipating him. When Creusa becomes pregnant, 
Apollo prevents her father from becoming aware of her condition ( ayvro£ 
8£ na:i:pl. ... 'tq'> Seq'> yap 1lv cpl.A.ov, 14), thus thwarting the audience's 
expectation that Creusa will experience t11e paternal persecution of earlier 
Euripidean mothers with divine lovers such as Alope, Antiope, or Danae.11 

9 Francis M. Dunn, Tragedy '.1· End: Closure and Innovation in Ertripidean Dra111a (Oxford 
1996). Dunn's dissertation, from which his book is derived, offers more comment on the 
ending of the /011 than his book. Like his book, though, Dunn's dissertation does not offer a 
systematic study of the play's conclusion, but only scattered remarks. Sec Euripidecm Endings 
(Yale University, 1985 [Copyright 1986]). The most extensive treatment I have found of the 
ending of the Ion is Andreas Spi ra, Untersuclumgen W iii Deus ex 111ac/1ina bei Sop/w k/es 1111d 
Euripides (Frankfurt 1960). Spira, though, focuses largely on the relationship between Hem1es ' 
prologue and Athena's epilogue, giving passing attention to the Pythia as a substitute deus (see 
p. 67) and making no mention of the birds . 
10 Matthiessen (note 4) 289. Forother remarks on the comic elements in the play, see especially 
B. Knox, Wo rd and Action: Essays on the Ancien t Theater (Baltimore/London 1979) 257-70; 
Segal (note 2); Bernd Seidensticker, Pali11to1ws Harmonia. Sw dien zu komischen Ele111e/lten in 
der griechischen Tragodie. Hypomnemata 72 (Gottingen 1982) 217-20; K. Zacharia, 'The 
marriage of tragedy and comedy in Euripides' Ion ,' in S. Hikel & A. Timonen (eds), Laughter 
Down the Cenlllries (Turku 1995) 45-62. 
11 Compare Burnell (note 7) 123; Lee (note 2) 22; Webster (note 2) 94. 
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Creusa gives birth without anyone to help her deliver the child (948), but 
Athena later tells us that Apollo himself helped Creusa deliver without 
complications ( 1596). Creusa gives birth and leaves her child to die, but the 
child survives, thanks to the direction of Apollo (28-34), who enlists Hermes 
to save the child. When Hermes deposits Ion at Apollo's temple at Delphi, 
Apollo again averts tragedy by transforming the Pythia's attitude of savagery 
to one of pity (OtlC't(!) o' &cpflKEV roµO'tTl'tCX. •.• KCX.t SEO<; I CJ'OVEpyo<; Tiv 
't' 1ta.tot µii '1C1tECTElV Ooµrov, 47-48). 

In addition to the unhappy life and associations Creusa is given in the 
play's prologue, after Creusa arrives in Delphi, we learn that she comes 
from a long line of tragic figures. Creusa' s ancestors, the Cecropids, hurled 
themselves from the Acropolis after violating Athena's order not to open 
the box with which the goddess had entrusted them (274). Creusa's father 
sacrificed her sisters to save Athens, but that Creusa herself avoided her 
sisters' fate because she was an infant at the time (277-80). We also hear 
that Creusa's father, Erechtheus, was swallowed up by the earth (281-82). 
Given her unfortunate background, it is fitting that she embrace the tragic 
mode. 

2. Abetting Comedy: Xuthus 

In contrast to Creusa, who 'bleibt eine tragische Gestalt', 12 Apollo's 
intended happy outcome finds a willing participant in Ion's adoptive father 
Xuthus, 13 who perfectly integrates himself into Apollo's drama by his rapid 
and almost unquestioning acceptance of Apollo's oracles. 14 After emerging 
from Apollo's temple (517) and declaring Ion to be his son, Xuthus constructs 
a comic scenario by which he could have fathered Ion (Xuthus gets drunk 
at a Bacchanalia and has intercourse with a local Delphian girl).15 When 

12 Matthiessen (note 4) 286. 
ll Knox (note 10) 267 calls Xuthus 'the only character [in the 1011] who is presented in a 
broadly comic vein. ' 
1
• Contrast Ion and Creusa, who both want to question Apollo at various points in the play. 

See Matthiessen (note 4) 282. 
15 Loraux and Burian compare the plot of Menander's Epitrepontes. See N. Loraux, The 
Children of Athena, tr.ins. by Caroline Levine (Princeton 1993) 185; Burian (note I) 4. Compare 
also Plautus' Cistellaria (156-59) where Demipho rapes and impregnates Phanostrata at a 
Bacchic revelry. Years later Demipho marries Phanostrata and is also reunited with his child by 
Phanostrata, Selenium, who had been abandoned by Phanostrata. Selenium is recognized by 
the production of the cistella, which contains the trinkets left with the infant Selenium. 
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Xuthus leaves the stage for good (675), he appears satisfied that, once he 
reaches Athens, he will be able to resolve any friction that might occur 
between his wife and his new-found son. In formulating his plan, Xuthus 
matches Apollo's intent. According to both Hermes and Athena, Apollo 
had intended to wait until Creusaand Ion reached Athens before revealing 
the truth about Ion's paternity (µrrtpoc; roe; EA.8rov 86µouc; I yvrocren 
KpEOucrn, 71-72; EµEAAE 8' afrtix. 8tacrtro7tftcrac; civa~ I EV 'tatc; 
'A8ftvmc; yvroptEtV 't<XU'tT\V 'tE crftv, I CTE 8' roe; 7tE<p'Ulcac; 'tflcr8E Kat 
<I>oi~ou 7ta'tp6c;, 1566-68). Similarly, Xuthus will bring Ion to Athens and 
wait for the right moment (XPDVCfl 8£ Katpov A.aµ~avrov, 659) to break 
the news to Creusa and introduce Ion as the future king. Xuthus' deception 
of his wife and his concern with timing also hint at his awareness of the 
drama that he constructs. Furthermore, when Xuthus says that he will bring 
Ion to Athens as atheates (656), Euripides' word-choice hints at the 'play' 
Xuthus intends to stage in Athens. As a theates, Ion will become an audience 
to Xu thus' intended drama.16 

3. Obstructing Comedy/constructing Tragedy: Creusa and the 
Athenians 

Xuthus' ready embrace of Apollo's intent allows him to enter and exit the 
play with little complication. Xuthus' intended comedy, however, as does 
Apollo's, fails to anticipate correctly the Athenian women's reaction. When 
Xuthus leaves, he threatens Creusa's maidservants with death if they reveal 
his plans to Creusa. The Athenian women, of course, embrace the tragic 
mode by informing their mistress. 17 After Creusa learns that Xuthus intends 
to adopt Ion, Creusa fears that she will be deposed as queen of Athens. 
Given Creusa's fears, she and her father's pedagogue plan a vengeance 
drama whose aim is Ion's death. Like actual playwrights of Euripides' day, 
who sometimes gave their work to others to produce (for example, 
Aristophanes with Kallistratos or Philonides), the planning and execution of 
this vengeance drama are largely handled by her pedagogue. 

· Initially, Creusa rejects other plots suggested by the pedagogue as 
too violent, namely setting fire to Apollo's temple (974-75) or killing her 

16 Contrast Knox (note I 0) 263, who translates 9Ea'tfjv as ' sightseer'. 
17 Compare Zeitlin (note 3) 164. 
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husband (976-77). Eventually, Creusa settles on a role commonly found in 
Greek tragedy (the jealous step-mother; cf. Ino, Medea in Euripides' 
Aegeus). Furthermore, Creusademonstrates a conscious awareness of the 
role she will play in this tragedy. When the pedagogue states that even though 
he commits the murder, Creusa will come under suspicion, Creusa responds, 
'You're right. They say step-mothers are jealous of their children' ( op9ooc;· 
cp9ove'tv yap cpcx.crt µrrtpuuxc; 'tEKvotc;, 1025). The 'they' to whom 
Creusa refers surely includes tragic poets. While Creusa knows the 
implications her role as the jealous step-mother will have, in the Chorus' 
subsequent stasimon (1090-98), the Athenian women also offer a 
metatheatric aside as they directly address poets who slander women as 
immoral sexual beings (6pCi9' ocrm BucrKeA.aBot- I crtv KCX.'ta µoucrcx.v 
tOV'te<; aEiBe0' uµvmc; I aµE:'tepcx. AEXeCX. KCX.t yaµouc; I KfotptBoc; 
a9E:µt 'tcx.c; avocriouc;, 1090-93). The Athenian women boast that they 
surpass men in piety (1094), and urge that man's infidelity be proclaimed in 
song (7tcx.A.iµcpcx.µoc; aotBa I KCX.t µoucr' Eic; &vBpcx.c; t't(t) I BucrK:E:A.cx.ooc; 
aµcpl. AEK'tprov, 1096-98). Such sentiment from these Athenian women 
may either anticipate or acknowledge the misogynistic feelings against 
Euripides himself that Aristophanes' parodies in Thesmoph01iazusae, staged 
about the same time as the Jon. 

While the Athenians prepare their vengeance drama, Ion unwittingly 
sets the stage for them when he erects the skene (806, 982, 1129) in which 
his adoption will be celebrated. The word for tent, skene (806, 982, 1129), 
is also the word for the structure from and into which Euripides' actors 
would exit and enter. Indeed, Ion's skene 'is constructed as a Dionysiac 
space which threatens to tum from a convivial scene into a human tragedy 
or misrecognition, and would have turned from a consecrated moment into 
a drama of perverted sacrifice.' 18 

The ominous build-up to the murder and the intense solemnity of 
Ion's observance of the occasion are diffused, though, by the aged 
pedagogue. When the aged pedagogue arrives at Delphi, he is cast in a 
comic light, as Euripides spends several lines describing the old man's glacier
like movement up Parnassus (738-46). Even when 'der Clown des 
Sttickes' 19 is called upon to commit murder, Euripides inserts a pun into the 

JK Zeitlin (note 3) 164. 
l'I Matthicssen (note 4) 285. 
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pedagogue's mouth. Like the elderly Iolaus in the Heracleidae, the 
rejuvenated old man calls upon his aged foot (ro yEpa.tf: 1tOU~, 1041) to 
stir itself to an action that no law will impede (£µ7to8rov, 1047). Added to 
this pedestrian pun, after entering the tent, the pedagogue bustles about 
with unexpected vigour (1171-73). In the plot that the pedagogue and Creusa 
have devised to kill Ion, the pedagogue embraces comedy, making people 
laugh as he bustles about the tent (yf.A.mv 8' E811KE crnv8Ei7tvot~ 1toA.uv, 
1172-73), to conceal his tragic purpose. Apollo, though, determined to 
achieve a happy resolution, will contrive three intercessions by which he 
prevents both Creusa and Ion from involving themselves in tragedy. 

4. Attempts to end the Ion 

Before we more close I y consider the conclusion of the Ion, a few guidelines 
should be set forth to note and define a play's 'closing gestures'. At the 
conclusion of at least half of Euripides' extant plays (greater than half if we 
include the Rhesus), a 'divine appearance' occurs (Hipp.,Andr., Hik., El., 
IT, Het. ; Ion, and Ba.) .2° For Dunn, such a divinity is one 'who issues a 
command, explains what has happened or resolves an impasse, and foretells 
the future. '21 Most recently, Cropp writes that such epiphanies 'forbid the 
continuation of violence', 'avert divine affliction', 'redirect an ill-judged human 
action', or ' try to explain or console. ' 22 

In addition to these conventional epiphanies, Dunn shows that a 
few Euripidean characters perform functions analogous to a deus, such as 
the mortal Medea's appearance in Helios' chariot.23 Dunn also includes 
'demonic epiphanies' such as the defeated Eurystheus at the end of the 
Heracleidae, or Hecabe, where the blinded Polymestorpredicts the deaths 
of Hecabe, Cassandra, and Agamemnon.24 Usually, though, whether 
Euripides heralds a play 's conclusion by appearance of a divinity, divine 
proxy, or demonic mortal, a single 'epiphany' occurs. A notable exception 
is the Orestes (which post-dates the Ion), where Dunn argues that this play's 

2° Cropp (note 2) 260. Cropp also includes /A, 'where [Euripides'] ending is lost, and notes 
that a ' divine appearance' in the fragmentary plays Amiope, Erectheus, and Hypsipyle. 
21 Dunn (note 9, 1996) 28; Cropp (note 2) 260 has a similar view. 
22 Cropp (note 2) 260. 
23 Dunn (note 9, 1996) 28. 
14 Dunn (note 9, 1996) 28. 
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conclusion is unique because, among other things, the Orestes has a 'double 
deus', whereby Apollo's appearance at play's end nullifies Orestes' Medea
like 'epiphany' on the roof of the palace.25 

The 'unique' ending of the Orestes appears less remarkable, though, 
when we compare the earlier Ion. Like Apollo's appearance at the end of 
the Orestes, Athena's epiphany in ourplay's conclusion is a 'typical' divine 
epiphany. Also, as in the Orestes, Athena's appearance has a nullifying effect 
as she prevents Ion from questioning Apollo about his paternity. Athena's 
epiphany, though, is preceded by the Pythia's arrival, which also has a 
nullifying effect.26 Just as Apollo prevents Orestes from killing the woman 
who, unbeknownst to him, will eventually become his wife, the Pythia 
prevents Ion from killing the woman who, unbeknownst to him, is his mother. 

A third nullification, however, precedes the Pythia. In the skene 
where Ion celebrates his adoption, an ill-omened word from a servant during 
the initial libation compels Ion to pour out the poisoned wine. When a bird 
swoops down, drinks the spilled wine, and perishes, Ion uncovers the plot 
against his life. While it is not stated explicitly that Apollo pro~pted the 
servant's ill-omened word or the bird's appearance, later in the play Athena's 
explanation to Ion and Creusa that Apollo, through his mechanai 
(µTlxavatc; £ppucm't0, 1565), prevented them from killing each other 
suggests that Apollo effected his son's rescue.27 If we add the bird's 
intervention, one of Apollo's mechanai, to the true deus ex machina and 
the substitute deus, then the Ion arguably ends with what could be construed 
as a triple deus, unparalleled at the conclusion of a Greek drama.28 

While the bird could be considered a substitute deus, it might more 

~ Dunn (note 9, 1996) 159-61. 
26 For the idea of the Pythia as a substitute de11s ex machina, sec Michael R. Halleran, 
Stagecraft in Euripides (Totowa, New Jersey 1985) I 08; Hartigan (note 6) 84; Wilhelm Schmid, 
Geschichte der griecl1ische11 Literat11r, part 3 (Munich 1940) 554; H. Strohm, Euripides: 
/111erpretatio11e11 z1tr dramatischen Form (Munich 1957) 30. None of these authors extensively 
explores this idea, though. 
27 Compare Burnett (note 7) 11 8; Spira (note 9) 73; Zeitlin (note 3) 165. 
:?B Lee (note 2) 298 also finds 'three stages of divine interference,' but regards Creusa's asylum 
al Apollo's altar the first stage. Burnett (note 7) 100 also writes of a 'tripartite last act,' which 
consists of the messenger speech, the altar scene, and Athena's appearance. For the bird as a 
substitute de11s, compare T.S. Duncan, 'The deus ex 111achi11a in Greek tragedy,' PQ 14 (1 935) 
127-28. Halleran (note 26) 110 finds that three proxies for Apollo appear in the Ion, but 
considers Hermes the first, and excludes the bird. 
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fittingly be called a 'mock deus'. Indeed, I would contend that Euripides, 
by sending Ion this avian saviour, has a bit of fun with his own conventional 
method of bringing tragedies to their resolution.29 Like the deus ex ma china, 
the bird arrives from above. Additionally, like Athena with Thoas in the 
Iphigenia Taurica, the Dioscoroi with Theoclymenus in the Helen, Apollo 
with Orestes in the Orestes, or even the Pythia in the Ion, the bird prevents 
violence from being carried out. Earlier in the Jon, Euripides employed birds 
to humorous effect as Ion was ashamed to shoot the birds that defecate on 
Apollo's temple. Ion's encounter with the birds at Apollo's temple is surely 
meant to bring at least a smile. Coupled with the comic pedagogue, whose 
aged legs are rejuvenated, and who makes those present at the banquet 
laugh, Euripides may also have intended Ion's feathered saviour to prompt 
a smile, despite the violent context in which the bird appears.30 

Euripides cleverly invests his feathered divine agent with some rather 
human traits. The salvific bird arrives in a komos (1197) . The poisoned 
wine convulses the bird like a Bacchant (EcrEtcrE ica~aicxcucrEv, 1204 ). 
Furthermore, while earlier in the play Ion calls birds messengers of the gods 
to mortals, this bird gives out a squawk that could not be interpreted 
(a~uvEi:ov, 1205),31 except by Ion, of course, who suddenly becomes 
an augur and demands 'Who was going to kill me?' (Tic;µ' EµEAAEV 
av0pcimrov lC'tEVctV; 1210). In the first part of the play's triple-deus 
ending, not only does this feathered deus prevent Creusa fro!TI killing Ion; it 
also signals Apollo's attempt to redirect the play towards a comic resolution. 

Ion's salvation by the bird points toward the drama's themes of 
purity and piety, the vicissitudes of fortune, the fallibility of human 
interpretation, and the frustration of human expectations.32 Ion considered 
killing the birds earlier in the play, but his piety checks the violent course of 
action. The piety Ion exhibits during his monody is echoed later in the play 
as an ominous word during the initial libation prompts Ion to pour out the 
poisoned wine, which is then consumed by the bird. Thanks to Ion's piety 

29 In Euripides' Alcmene, Zeus may have rescued Alcmene from being burned from an altar by 
sending a rain shower to put out the flames. See Webster (note 12) 93. 
3° Compare K.H. Lee, 'Shifts of mood and concepts of time in Euripides' Jon,' in M.S. Silk 
(ed.), Tragedy and tire Tragic (Oxford 1996) 99. 
31 The same epithet (acruvEtoc;) describes the riddle of the Sphinx, which Oedipus boasts 
having solved at Piro. 1731. 
32 Compare Hartigan (note 6) 76, 77. 
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earlier in the play, the birds have survived to prevent Ion from being killed 
by his mother. We should also note that this is not the first time birds have 
been connected with Ion's survival. Four times it is mentioned, thrice by 
Creusa, that birds are thought to have killed Ion as an infant (504, 902-04, 
917, 1494 ). Creusa thought her exposure of the infant Ion would result in 
his destruction by birds and wild beasts. Creusa' s expectation of the sequence 
ofevents, though, is not fulfilled. App~ntly, the birds allow Creusa's offspring 
to survive, just as Ion allows the offspring of the birds to continue building 
their nests under the eaves of Apollo's temple (171-72). 

Indeed, the bird's intervention marks a role reversal for both Creusa 
and Ion. When Apollo's avian mechane prevents Creusa's violence against 
Ion, Creusa's role in the vengeance drama is concluded. Creusa's murder 
attempt, though, so rouses Ion's emotions that he now embraces the tragic 
mode.33 In Ion's first appearance in the play, 'Der Tenor ist die freudige 
Verehrung. ' 34 When Ion entered the skene in which he would celebrate his 
adoption, he was to engage in festive activities. Creusa's murder attempt, 
though, has shattered the sympotic decorum, and when Ion emerges from 
the imaginary space of this skene and enters the orchestra, he leaves behind 
his acquiescence to Xuthus' comedy and impedes Apollo's comic intent. 
Ion, finding himself the target of Creusa's violence, now threatens to kill 
Creusa, and thus begins to play 'the villain's role' in a rapidly unfolding 
suppliant drama, while the Athenian women prompt Creusa to assume the 
role of siege victim when they direct her to take refuge at Apollo's altar 
(Kp. 1tot <puyco ofj't' ; 1253; Xo. 1tOt o' &v aA.A.ocr' ft 'nt ~coµ6v; 1255). 

When Creusa's plot is uncovered, Ion suggests that she be hurled 
from Parnassus (1266-68). Creusa, however, will not bound down the rocky 
crags like her tragic Athenian counterparts the Cecropids (wtyap 
eavoucrm CTK01tEAOV 'fiµa~av 1tE'tpa<;, 274). Earlier in the play, Ion's 
piety prevented him from killing the birds that defiled Apollo's temple with 
their excrement. When Creusa takes refuge at Apollo's altar, Ion views her 
as a source of defilement. Ion accuses Creusa of impiety (OUK EUCTE~Et<;, 
1289), and laments that only the just, not the wicked, should touch divine 

33 Compare Mastronarde (note 5) 166: ' He is mild when ensconced in a pocket of Olympian 
calm, but when pulled into the turmoil of the human world of the Athenian royal family Ion 
shows signs of the underlyring passions of his primitive human nature. ' 
J4 Spira (note 9) 45. 
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altars (1314-18). As Ion ventures into the realm of tragedy, Apollo again 
attempts to regain control of the play's genre by sending a second divine 
agent, the Pythia, to prevent Ion from becoming tainted with his mother's 
blood. 

That the Pythia's arrival is 'totally unprepared for' 35 hints at Apollo's 
swift efforts to regain control of his play, as well as Eur:ipides' efforts to 
keep the audience guessing. As Dunn points out, the opening lines of deus 
often contain a command from the deus for a person to cease from a certain 
action, usually a threatening one.36 Thus, the Pythia's initial prohibition to 
Ion, E7tt<JXE<;, m nat ('stop, my child') is appropriate to a deus ex maclzina 
scene.37 Compare Medea's command that Jason stop trying to smash his 
way into the house (naucrm n6vou 'tou8', Med. 1319); Athena's injunction 
to Thoas that he stop his pursuit of Orestes ( naucrai OtcDK(l)V pEuµa 't' 
€1;opµ&v crtpa'tOu, IT 1437); the Dioscoroi's order that Theoclymeus 
end his anger (€nicrxEc; opyac;, Hel. 1642); or Apollo's command that 
Menelaus end his hostilities with Orestes (MEv£A.aE, 7taucrm A.flµ' EXroV 
'tE0'r1yµ£vov, Or. 1625). 

While the Pythia's initial command to Ion is typical of an epiphany 
scene, Euripides has introduced some subtleties that particularly suit the 
Ion. In three other extant plays (Iphigenia Taurica, Helen, and Orestes), 
Euripides sends a deus (Athena, the Dioscoroi, and Apollo) to prevent 
violence.38 The Ion, though, differs in that a governing divinity, Apollo, 
sends out all the play's divine agents. In Euripides' extant plays, only in the 
Ion, Heracles and the aforementioned Orestes do divine agents (Lyssa, 
Apollo) appear at the request of another divinity (Hera: Her. 831 ff.; Zeus: 
Or. 1634-35). Additionally, in both the Orestes and the Jon, the divine 
agent acting on behalf of the governing divinity rescues a child of the governing 
divinity. Furthermore, the Pythia's statement that Apollo prompted her not 
only to save Ion's cradle and the other tokens (£v9uµt6v µot 'tO'tE 'ti.8T}crt 

;s Oliver Taplin, The Stagecrqft of Aesc/1y/11.1· (Oxford 1977) 11 . Sec also Hallcran (note 26) I 08, 
who writes that 'Al this juncture we might expect a deus ex machina to break the deadlock ... 
If we anticipate I his, we are frustrated in our cxpeclalions.' 
31

' For more on the 'divine command' in deus ex 111ac/1i11a scenes, see Dunn (note 9, 1996) 32-
34; 119, 138, 159-60; (note 9, 1986) 148-58. 
37 For a discussion of this imperative in Euripides' plays in general , sec Lee (note 2) 298. See 
also Halleran (note 26) 108. 
3" See also the conclusion of the fragmentary Anti ope, where violence against Lycus is prevented. 
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Aol;iac;, 1347), but also to reveal the tokens to Ion (E1tEt y' 6 oaiµrov 
~OUAEtat• 1tapot0E o' OU, 1353) also points towards Apollo's efforts to 
end the suppliant drama that is now unfolding. 

Also noteworthy is the Pythia's address oflon as & 1tat. The Ion deals 
with perspective and appearance, literal and figurative. From Ion's 
perspective, the Pythia is his mother, as Ion himself has told Creusa at 321, 
and which he again repeats at 1324, a statement which the Pythia corrects 
in her response at 1325. The Pythia's correction oflon 's belief that she is 
his mother begins to tum Ion towards a truer understanding of his identity, 
as well as the sort of 'drama' he should embrace. While earlier in the play 
Ion has demonstr~ted an acute knowledge of Athenian legends and social 
customs, the young man grows up without knowledge of himself. 

As is typical of deus scenes, the divinity or person substituting for 
the divinity also points out the error of a character's actions or prevents the 
character from making a mistake. In the Alcestis, Heracles tells Admetus 
he is making a mistake ( exµap't'ftan, 1099) by not accepting the mysterious 
woman; in Hippolytus, Artemis reveals to Theseus the error that Aphrodite 
has caused him to make (el;aµapt<lvetv, 1434); in the Suppliant Women, 
Theseus thanks Athena for not letting him go astray ('l;aµaptavetv, 1228); 
in the Orestes, Apollo also points out how Orestes failed (iiµaptec;, 1630) 
in his attempt to kill Helen and anger Menelaus.39 Similarly, in the Ion, 
Pythia tells Ion that his murderous intent is wrong, it is savage ( cru o' mµoc; 
&v aµapt<lvetc;, 1327).40 

Again, the Pythia's words are more than just typical Euripidean 
deus-scene rhetoric. The word roµ6c; is particularly significant for the Pythia 
since, as Hermes has told us in the prologue, instead of removing the infant 
Ion from Apollo's altar as the Pythia initially intended, pity drove away this 
savage ( roµ6'tllta, 4 7) notion. 41 Thus, in Euripides' attempt to reconstitute 
the female role in the process of life and death, the Pythia 's movement away 
from savagery not only contributes to the preservation oflon's own life, but 
also the life of Creusa, Ion's real mother. 

39 Compare abo the Heracles, where Theseus, whom Dunn (note 9, I 996) I I 7 describes as an 
'uncertain' deus, manages to prevent Heracles from committing suicide. 
40 Apollo describes Thanatos' behaviour as ciJµ6c; atA/c. 64. See also Hipp. 1264; El. 1260 
(wµ6q>pwv • Ap11c;). 
41 Lee (note 2) 299 makes the same comparison. 
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Thus, taking Apollo's cue, the prop-laden Pythiaemerges from the 
temple with the antipex and its tokens. With the Pythia's help, Apollo ends 
Ion's involvement in the suppliant drama and redirects the play towards a 
happy ending. The Pythia will prevention from adopting the tragic role of 
matricide and thus becoming a second Orestes. When Orestes killed his 
mother, the Furies tormented him. Apollo does not want Ion to suffer in this 
way. When the Pythia shows Ion the vessel in which she found him as an 
infant, Ion's response points towards Apollo's efforts to redirect the play's 
genre. At line 1340, Ion marvels at the Pythia's revelation, 'What are you 
saying? A new story has been introduced' ( tl cpfti;; 6 µueoi; eicrevfivEK'tat 
vfoi;). Indeed, Apollo must contrive a neos muthos to achieve his happy 
ending. 

Ion's initial response to the Pythia's new information is positive- he 
says he will search Asia and Europe for his mother (1356). By line 1380, 
though, Ion has changed his mind, saying he will dedicate the antipex to the 
god so that 'I may not discover anything that I don't want.' Unlike Sophocles' 
Oedipus, who pursues the truth about his identity, even if he should prove of 
base origin, Ion claims that to find out he was a slave's child would be 
worse than not knowing his mother's identity. Failure to act, though, would 
direct Ion away from Apollo's intended happy ending. Ion himself realizes 
that not investigating the antipex would make him a theomachos (wu 
0eou npo0uµi~ I noA.eµ&, 1385-86). Ion's piety and curiosity about this 
new stage property will prevent this, though, and redirect him towards 
Apollo's intended happy ending.42 

Soon Creusa will correctly identify and interpret the tokens within 
the antipex. Her earlier perceptions of Apollo's and Xuthus' intentions led 
her to participate in a vengeance drama. Once the Athenian queen takes 
Apollo's direction, though, she finds herself cast in a completely different 
role. Creusa's and Ion's recognition of one another as mother and son parallels 
the earlier recognition scene between Xuthus and Ion. When Xuthus and 
Ion left the stage together, any hope of immediately resolving the play was 
shattered by the Athenian women's 'vengeance drama'. 

After Creusa and Ion recognize one another, they also appear ready 

42 Compare Mastronarde (note_5) 170: 'The last stage of the quelling of Ion's "battling against 
the god" is effected by the appearance of Athena ex machina.' 
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to leave the stage. Creusa's words at 1507-09 sound like the language of 
exit: ' ... the winds are reversing course. Let things be; the evils of the past 
are sufficient; but now let there come a fair wind after troubles, my son' 
(µEStcr'tm:m BE 7tVd)µa'ta. I µEVE't(I)" 'ta mxpot8EV &.A.le; lCUlCU" vuv 
OE I "(EVOt 'tO 'ttc; oupoc; ElC lCUlCOOV, cO mn.). The Chorus leader's 
subsequent comment also seems to hint at exodos (1510-11): 'From what 
has happened now, let no mortal ever consider anything unexpected.' Ion, 
however, is not yet satisfied. Whereas earlier Ion was tempted to avoid 
taking on the role of Oedipus and pursuing his paternity to the bitter end, 
now, at line 1512, Ion launches into an apostrophe on Tuche, which is 
followed by a renewed interrogation of Creusa about her alleged affair with 
Apollo. 

Creusa, who now appears to be decoding Apollo's comic intent, 
tries to assure Ion that Apollo is giving him to Xuthus for Ion's benefit (o 8' 
OO<pEAOOV O'E 7tpOO''tt8ricr' aAAq> 7ta'tpt, 1545). Ion, unconvinced, 
declares that he will ask Apo1lo whether he has a mortal or divine father 
( 1546-48). This declaration brings swift intervention from Apollo, who causes 
Athena to appear as the play's third deus.43 Just as Apollo sent the bird 
and the Pythia to block tragic events, Apollo has sent Athena to prevent Ion 
from directly interrogating him about his paternity. 

The next word from Ion's bps is £a, an exclamation prompted by 
the sudden sight of Athena in the mechane. While the exclamation £a is 
also heard from Hippolytus at the appearance of Artemis (Hipp. 1391 ), as 
well as the Chorus in the Rhesus upon the Muse's epiphany (885), Creusa 
and Ion's apparent indication that they will flee from the divinity is unusual.44 

Athena's initial command to Creusa and Ion that they not run away from her 
(µT) cpEU"fE't" ou yap noA.Eµiav µE cpEUYE'tE, 1553) is without parallel 
in other Euripidean deus ex machi11a scenes. The repetition of the verb 
cpEuyro, though, accords well with the vocabulary of pw·suit found elsewhere 
in the Ion. Earlier in the play, Ion tries to fend off Xuthus from what Ion 
perceives to be a violation of his person. Xu thus, though, is determined not 
to allow his loved one to escape ('ta cptA'ta8' Euprov ou cpuyEiv 

•
13 Compare Hallernn (note 26) 11 0: '. .. the seasoned theatre-goes might expect Apollo ex 
machi11a, but again the spectator is thwarted in his expectations. ' 
·••Compare also the reaction of Menelaus lo seeing Orestes on the roof of his house (Or. 1573). 
For more on such exclamations, see Dunn (note 9, 1996) I 04. 
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Ecpii::µm, 521) and wonders why Ion tries to escape him (roe; 'tt oi] 
cpi::uyi::1c; µi::; 525). Later in the drama, Ion goes from pursued to pursuer 
as Creusa wonders where she can go to escape her pursuers (not cpuyro 
Of\'t'; EK yap OtKffiV 7tpouA.a~ov µ6y1c; n6oa I µi] eavEtV, KA01tTI o' 
acptyµm omcpuyoucra noA.i::µiouc;, 1253-54 ). 

While Xuthus' 'pursuit' oflon earlier in the play was comic, Ion's 
pursuit of Creusa belonged to the tragic genre. Athena's appearance, 
therefore, and her command that Ion and Creusa not flee brings these 
characters back into line with Apollo's happy ending. Earlier Creusa's 
perception that Ion was her enemy (noA.i::µiouc;, 1254; noA.f:µwv, 1291) 
and Ion's belief that Creusa was his enemy was resolved when Apollo 
prompted the Pythia to produce the tokens. Now that the play's most 
prominent mortals have been reconciled to one another, the divinities involved 
in the play must become reconciled to the mortals. Athena has not come as 
an enemy (1toA.i::µiav, 1553), but as a friend (oucrav i::uµi::vfl, 1554). 

More importantly, Athena will reconcile Ion and Creusa to Apollo 
and prevent a tragedy from spoiling Apollo's happy ending. First, Athena 
explains to Ion and Creusa how Apollo, through his mechanai (µTJxavatc; 
Eppucra1:0, 1565), prevented them from killing each other. Next, Athena 
predicts the glorious descendants oflon and Creusa. The goddess concludes 
her predictions with the opinion that 'Apollo has done all things well' ( Ka/JOc; 
o' 'A7t6A.A.rov naV't' ifapa/;E, 1595). Athena's statement has a ring of 
literary criticism to it. The theos, like the poietes, causes things to be done. 

If Apollo's plans for Athens' future are to succeed, though, one 
additional drama must be undertaken - Xu thus' deception.45 Now that 
Apollo (through his agents) has prevented Ion and Creusa from becoming 
entangled in a tragic action, Apollo directs them to his happy ending. For 
Apollo's comedy to succeed, Ion and Creusa must keep the god's secret 
so that ' the illusion may hold Xuthus pleasantly' (vuv ouv mO.ma, natc; 
oo' cbc; 7tE<pUKE cr6c;, 11'.va Ti OOKT]O'lc; 3ou9ov fi8Eroc; £xn. 1601-02). 
If either Ion or Creusa fail to take Apollo's direction, then they may again 
be plunged into a tragic situation. Xu thus, however, has moulded himself to 
Apollo's comedy thus far, and Athena's promise of future Athenian glory 
indicates that Apollo's happy ending will be achieved. 

45 Compare Dunn (note 9, 1996) 69; (note 9, 1986) 155; Burnett (note 7) 106. 
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Apollo's deception ofXuthus has prompted indignation from critics 
that Apollo has openly lied.46 If, however, we understand Apollo as behaving 
like the poet, then Apollo is doing nothing more than any other poet does -
he is creating lies that resemble the truth. Ion, by accepting his role in Apollo's 
comedy, will establish the Ionian race and the four Athenian tribes. Creusa, 
by ending her association with the tragic genre, will become the matriarch of 
the Ionians, Dori ans, and Achaeans. If the purpose of Euripides' Ion is the 
glorification of Athens, as some scholars have suggested, then the Athenians, 
to perpetuate their race, must discontinue their participation in tragic 
actions.47 Thus, if we understand Apollo as representing a poet struggling 
to produce a happy ending, this may explain why Apollo's behaviour in the 
Ion appears so incongruous with divinity, why his management of affairs 
seems so clumsy, and why he manipulates mortals and even his fellow gods 
in such a forceful or awkward manner.48 

41
' Compare Hartigan (note 6) 69. 

•1 Compare A.P. Burnett, !011 by E!tripides (Englewood Cliffs, N.J. I 970) I; Hartigan (note 6) 
69. 
•K I wish to thank the anonymous referees of Acta C/assica for reading an earlier draft of this 
paper and offering a number of helpful suggestions. Any remaining faults are entirely my own. 
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